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THE NEWPORT TIMBER COMPANY – EXPOSED
By Eric Andersen
1910 LOGGING RAILWAY REMAINS FOUND BY DISTRICT CREWS
In early November 2021, the District of Squamish Engineering Department alerted the Railway Museum
of BC and Sea to Sky Forestry Centre Society about an interesting discovery. Crews excavating for
replacement of a sewer line had
exposed railway tracks laying two
to three feet below the surface of
Mamquam Road. At this location
the buried steel tracks were
making a bend from Mamquam
Road to the south.
This was the former site of a
junction between the north-south
Howe Sound & Northern Railway
(later Pacific Great Eastern)
mainline and the Newport Timber
Company logging railway
extending eastward along what is
now Mamquam Road and then up
Round Mountain near to the
Steel rail from 1910 exposed in Mamquam Road sewer line excavation
Jesse Morwood photo
Garibaldi Park boundary – today’s
Ring Creek Forest Service Road.
Location of the find

The rail pieces are stamped, “ALGOMA STEEL 60LBS 1910”.
It was in late 1910 that Newport Timber Co. laid this track –
of new steel shipped out from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. We
might conjecture that the company may have used the same
(Italian) work crews who laid the Howe Sound & Northern
line from the waterfront to Cheekye earlier in that year. The
HS&N had a construction camp close by, at “Armstrong’s
Corner”.
Algoma rail mill steel plant, Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario, 1910
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THE NEWPORT TIMBER COMPANY – 1910-1913
The Newport Timber Company was established in 1910 by Captain Theodore Magnesen, Colin A.
MacKinnon and William T. Norton. Their operation at Squamish is commonly referred to as “Norton &
MacKinnon”; however, that logging company partnership had been dissolved since 1908, and a new
company with Captain Magnesen was formed for this venture.
Newport Timber was the first railway logging operation to set up in the valley. It was not the first “Big
Time Operator” in the local logging industry. That would have been the San Fransisco based E.K. Wood
Lumber Co, which operated here 1902-07 using the Squamish River to transport logs to Howe Sound.
Howe Sound & Northern Railway construction and the coming of Newport Timber and other railway
logging operations soon to follow represented a whole new era for the Squamish Valley, and not just for
local timber transport methods but for the large scale townsite and infrastructure development they
brought.

Arrival of log cars for Newport
Timber at the waterfront, 1910.
A piledriver preparing log
dumping and booming grounds
in the channel is visible just
behind.
Squamish Public Library

HS&N Ry had ambitions to extend their line north to Lillooet and beyond. Logging activity revenue was
important for their “pay as you go” plan for future main line construction.
Magnesen, MacKinnon and Norton brought an almost new Shay logging locomotive, buildings and
various equipment on barges from a previous logging camp in Johnstone Strait. By 1911 they had built
over six miles of railway extending up and along Round Mountain, with two switchbacks near the top.
150 employees were housed in three camps. They ran a few sides using ten or eleven donkey engines.
Timber markets for BC coast producers were
strong at this time, especially due to a growing
demand for wood products on the Prairies
Western Lumberman 1912

“Typical Newport Log – 9ft X 28ft.” Newport Timber
operations photos were used in general promotion of
“Newport” by both Howe Sound & Northern and its
successor, Pacific Great Eastern (which changed the
name of the townsite to “Squamish” in 1914).
Sea to Sky Forestry Centre Society
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The main camp, “Camp One”, was located 2 ½ miles up the hill. “Camp Three”, also with some family
living quarters, stables and animal pens and a cookhouse, was at the bottom of the hill, roughly where
the present Golf and Country Club parking area and buildings are located today. (The location of “Camp
Two” isn’t entirely clear from
information available.) Nearby,
where the Drenka property is on
Mamquam Road, was a blacksmith
shop, log cabin and railway service
supplies laydown area.
Newport Timber brought an almost
new 50 ton Shay locomotive to
Squamish from a previous Johnstone
Straits logging show. William Norton
is second from right; at lower left is
possibly C.A. MacKinnon.
Squamish Public Library

ROUTE OF THE LOGGING RAILWAY OPERATIONS
Squamish Public Library

The Newport Timber rail lines are drawn on a 1949 aerial photo, with the HS&N/ PGE north-south main line at
left. 1940s truck logging cutblocks are seen above and to the east of the Newport blocks, by now ‘greening up’.
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Today’s Ring Creek Forest Service Road
follows the route of the Newport line.

The University Heights subdivision
collector road was once a railway.
Squamish Public Library

View from the
Newport Timber
blacksmith’s
shop (Drenka
property) of the
Shay pulling log
cars westbound
on the future
Mamquam
Road. Behind
the trees is
today’s golf
course.
Squamish Public
Library

Until 1915 the
main line of
the railway
was along
today’s
Loggers Lane,
which was repurposed as a
truck route by
the Squamish
Logging and
Transportation
Association in
1963.
Northern BC
Archives
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At the “Mamquam Crossing” junction of the two rail lines, the log cars were transferred to the Howe Sound &
Northern’s Baldwin rod engine, “No. 2” – which is preserved and on display at the local Railway Museum of BC.
This 1910 or 1911 photo is taken from today’s Squamish Adventure Centre parking lot. At the centre of the pose
is, very likely, Captain Theodore Magnesen of the Newport Timber Company.
West Coast Railway Association
Squamish
Public Library

Logs were dumped in the channel near the foot of Victoria Street, at
today’s Xwu’nekw Park waterfront.
Northern BC Archives

Newport Timber brakemen rode the
log cars down to the harbour.
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AMERICAN INTERESTS WERE FIRST TO ACQUIRE SQUAMISH VALLEY TIMBER RIGHTS
A large majority of the timberlands on the east side of the Squamish valley were purchased or controlled
by American interests by the 1890s and 1900s.
Michigan based Merrill & Ring made their land purchase from the Crown in 1890. California based
Pacific Coast Lumber acquired crown timber surrounding Round Mountain in 1893. Securing Cheekye
timber licences was initially organized by Detroit interests and Mamquam Valley timber was claimed by
American transplant C.T. Dunbar, both in 1907. (Mamquam timber licences were later taken over by St.
Paul, Minnesota based Falk Investment Corp. in 1929.)
Simply, the Americans were better aware at this time of the future value of such timberlands. (When
the Squamish Valley Indian Reserves were established in 1876 the timber industry was in its infancy and,
instead, traditional habitation and fishing sites and lands with agricultural potential were seen by all
involved to be the priority land claim.)
In April 1910, British Columbians Magnesen, MacKinnon and Norton purchased the Pacific Coast
Lumber holdings for a sum of $125,000 and were ready to go logging.

1912 BC Department of Lands map of Squamish Valley Indian Reserves, crown grants and timber licences.
Highlighted are the holdings of Merrill & Ring (red), Pacific Coast Lumber (blue), and C.T. Dunbar (pink). In 1910,
the Newport Timber Company acquired the holdings of Pacific Coast Lumber – a total of 4,000 acres, which was
a larger area than that of Merrill & Ring’s original 1890 crown grants.
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NEWPORT TIMBER COMPANY’S THREE OWNERS WERE WELL KNOWN IN THE INDUSTRY
Magnesen, MacKinnon and Norton were, by the time of their purchase of Pacific Coast Lumber
Squamish timber licenses and 1910 launch of the Newport Timber Company, established and wellknown figures in the coastal logging industry. They had mainly been active in the islands and inlets east
and north of Campbell River over the previous several years.
Vancouver Province April 11, 1910 article regarding
the sale of Pacific Coast Lumber timber to
Magnesen, MacKinnon and Norton.

Captain Theodore Magnesen was born at
Haugesund in Rogaland county, southwestern
Norway in 1858, into a family steeped in
maritime trades. Theodore and four of his
brothers were to become ship captains.

Captain Theodore M. Magnesen in a photo taken
in the 1880s, prior to his emigration from Norway.
Haugalandmuseet, Norway

Magnusen first arrived in Vancouver in 1887, likely via San Francisco. He came with a brother and a
cousin, and the three were to become involved in the North Pacific fur seal harvest industry based out of
Victoria harbour.
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Haugesund harbour, Norway – Theodore
Magnesen’s birthplace in 1858.

Haugalandmuseet, Norway

Theodore Magnesen was the master of
several sealing schooners between 1888
and 1896. He became successful in the
industry and raised a family in Victoria.
Around 1897, Captain Magnesen traded his
schooner Oscar and Hattie for a coastal
freighting and towing steamer, the SS
Clayoquot. After the passing of his wife in
1898, he re-located to Texada Island and
became increasingly engaged in towing log
booms from Johnstone Strait camps to
Burrard Inlet, Fraser River and Puget Sound
mills.
Captain Magnesen’s ‘Oscar and Hattie’ sealing
schooner, which he traded for a freighting and
log towing steamer in 1898. Magnesen would
continue to be interested in fisheries, investing
in whaling licenses and salmon cannery
projects.

From 1903, Magnesen began making
significant investments in timber, acquiring
timber licenses on Nelson Island, and in
Loughborough and Knight inlets and
adjacent islands. He may have engaged
Norton and MacKinnon as logging
contractors for one or two of these claims.
Lewis & Dryden's Marine History of the Pacific Northwest At any rate, their collaboration was well
established by 1906.
Colin Arthur MacKinnon hailed from Nova Scotia and had arrived in
Vancouver by the late 1890s. William Thomas Norton came from the
Baie des Chaleurs region of New Brunswick and by 1897 was working
in logging camps within today’s City of Vancouver.
Norton and MacKinnon became partners in pursuing logging
contracting in the Johnstone Straits area for Pacific Coast Lumber and
other Lower Mainland mills around 1904 and, like Captain Magnesen,
were soon active in acquiring crown timber licenses – at Jervis Inlet,
Broughton and Thurlow islands, and at Jackson Bay where they
operated one of their larger camps.
Colin Arthur MacKinnon
in 1906, when he was
a candidate in the
provincial election, for
the riding of Comox.
Vancouver Province
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The younger man, Norton (b. 1878), who was to become
MacKinnon’s son-in-law in 1909, was the more hands-on logger
among the three men, serving as camp push. He became widely
known on the coast, not least due to some well-publicized logging
accidents, including heroic escapes for himself and crew members.
During the years prior to their launch of the Newport Timber Co.
at Squamish, Magnesen, MacKinnon and Norton had become
successful in the rapidly developing timber industry.
However, it was an industry with some challenges for independent
market loggers and a time, up to the 1909-10 Fulton Commission,
of significant forest policy debate. The three were to engage in
active advocacy roles to address industry issues, from 1906.
Captain Magnesen served as BC Loggers Association president
from 1906 through 1908. MacKinnon and Norton were both to
serve as directors. MacKinnon was elected president in 1910.
During 1907, Magnesen was a key figure involved in spearheading
two initiatives: establishing a BC Loggers Association loggers
employment agency; and the organizing of a BC Forestry and
Timber Chamber of Commerce. The purposes of the latter were,
“To bring together the persons who are interested in timber or lands
… and to promote their mutual interests. To consider ways and
means for the protection and preservation of the forest resources of
this province, especially against fire, and to suggest the enactment
of legislation conductive to this end.”
The Chamber was the first BC forestry organization with a
William T. Norton at Squamish, 1910.
Squamish Public Library
provincial mandate, cross-sectoral representation (“among timber
owners, millmen, loggers, cruisers, and capitalists”), and addressing
forest conservation among explicit purposes.
Captain Magnesen also played a lead role, in 1910, in establishing a BC Log Brokerage Company to
serve coastal market loggers.
THE COMPANY, ITS EMPLOYEES AND THE COMMUNITY
From 1910 when the Howe Sound &
Northern railway line to Cheekye was
completed until the arrival of a huge
workforce of over a thousand men to
build the PGE line northward up the
Cheakamus valley in 1912-13, the
Newport Timber Company was the
largest local employer.
Crew and some excited locals posing with
perhaps an early load for waterfront
delivery, 1910. William Norton and
engineer Fred Downer are in the photo,
along with a few Squamish Nation men
who worked for the company.
Squamish Public Library
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This was a novel operation for the community to witness taking shape. Its impact on the small, still
sparsely populated agricultural valley and brand new Newport railway terminus townsite was much
anticipated; and, after all, the company was gearing up for easily over a decade of logging on a large
scale within their licenses on Round Mountain. Various infrastructure, amenities and community
improvements came about with the company’s investments.

Newport Timber railway crew
posing in 1911. The photo is
taken from today’s Squamish
Valley Golf & Country Club –
the location of “Camp Three”.
From left to right: George
Laviolette, Amedée Leveque,
Fidelle Laviolette, Arthur
McIntyre, and Fred Downer.
Squamish Public Library

Among the 150-odd people working for Newport Timber, only a few Squamish Nation community men
already lived here. Some employees had come with the camp and equipment moved down from the
previous Norton & MacKinnon Johnstone Straits logging show. Otherwise, the men were from all over
the continent. Like with any coastal camp, turnover from one season to the next may have been high –
thus the owners’ interest in supporting the setting up of a proper central hiring agency in Vancouver for
the logging industry.
A number of men and families were to stay in the Squamish Valley. The railway logging show was a
training ground, and there were later employment opportunities with the PGE and with other local
logging enterprises.

Some curious Brackendalers get a tour, 1910
– taking a ride up on a log car and returning
down the mountain on the loaded train. L-R:
Jimmy Rae, Catherine Mills, Hugh Mills.
Squamish Public Library

L-R: Catherine Mills, Minnie Rae, Olive Judd, Ed Rae. Note the
double tracking here.
Squamish Public Library
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Falling crew, 1912, with Amedée Leveque at left.
It appears Amedée has graduated from his train
service position. He would later be the valley’s first
high rigger in a logging enterprise set up with
his New Brunswick cousins and local friends
– the “French Boys”.
Squamish Centennial 1988 publication

A group of ‘stakey’ loggers with pay slips in their pockets
waiting to board the sternwheeler SS Baramba for Vancouver,
at the new PGE Newport docks ca. 1913-14.

Sea to Sky
Forestry
Centre Society
collections

57
Alexander
Street,
ca 1907
Vancouver
Public Library

1 Powell
Street,
1919
W.D. Moore
collection

In 1906 Captain Magnesen and C.A. MacKinnon, then president and a director of the BC Loggers Association,
respectively, took the lead to establish a Loggers’ Exchange hiring agency under BCLA auspices – “with premises
admirably situated in the downtown district, their proximity to the wharves and boat-landing stations, as well as
to the hotels and lodging houses, being a benefit easily appreciated.” Vancouver Daily World, June 13, 1906
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Anglican
Church,
6th Ave.,
Squamish;
built in
1913.
St. John’s
Anglican
Church

The Columbia Coast Mission under auspices of the Anglican Church provided services, including much
appreciated medical and emergency transport assistance, to isolated logging camps up and down the coast.
When the Mission’s Rev. Alan Greene arrived at the local docks in his boat ‘Eirene’ in 1912, he called upon old
Johnstone Straits logging acquaintances in the Newport Timber Company camp – and obtained donations from
company and crew towards the building of a local parish church, completed in July 1913, on 6 th Avenue.
Around 1911-12, a young brakeman riding the
Newport Timber log trains down the mountain
each day to the harbour caught the attention of a
teenaged girl, Sybil Dakin of Brackendale. During
the next few years, at baseball games and dances,
Amedée (“Middy”) Leveque and Sybil would
become acquainted. They would be married in
1918. Their descendants have close ties to
Squamish and the logging industry, to this day.
Squamish Public Library
Leveque-Laviolette family collections

Sybil Elizabeth Dakin, Brackendale
Leveque-Laviolette family collections

In 1914, the New Brunswick brothers, cousins and
friends who had ‘cut their teeth’ in the Newport
operation, started their own logging company –
Laviolette, McIntyre & Leveque Logging Co.
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Elizabeth Fuller’s
brother Harry
Brightbill, 1911. SPL
SPL

Elizabeth Fuller, who came down from the Johnstone
Straits to the Newport camp with her husband Albert
in 1911. Mrs. Fuller and her daughter Evelyn (Smith),
who spent part of her childhood in the camp, provided
a good deal of information about the Newport Timber
experience in interviews. Elizabeth Fuller related in
1963, “I loved living in a logging camp. It was so
different to city life, which I’d been accustomed to.”

Harry Brightbill and his brother-in-law Albert Fuller
went on to work for PGE Railway following their
time at Newport Timber. Harry then had a busy
retirement as a longtime volunteer caretaker of the
Village/ District of Squamish gardens and parks – a
service for which he was recognized and thanked
by Mayor Pat Brennan in 1972.

Fred Downer in 1913,
now working for the
PGE, with engine No.2
bringing log cars down
to the waterfront
dumping facility.
Fred Downer, who arrived at Squamish in May 1910
and worked for HS&N, Newport Timber and the PGE,
was often interviewed in his later years about the
early townsite, railway and logging operations. He
has many descendants in the valley.
Squamish Times

Squamish
Public Library

Harry Brightbill at his house at 2nd and
Winnipeg in 1974. The following year the
house was moved to Stan Clarke Park to
serve as a community museum. It was
later moved again and is now part of the
Railway Museum of BC. Squamish Citizen
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Scott MacDonald’s family came to Squamish from Nova Scotia in 1912 when his father and uncle got
jobs with Newport Timber – his father on a rigging crew sniping logs (i.e., chopping off the end corners
of a log on an angle so the log can be skidded along the ground without digging in).

Mildred and Scott MacDonald,
here in a 1973 Seniors Dinner
photo, have provided invaluable
information about the early
logging industry of the valley –
Mildred in newspaper articles
during the 1960s, and both in
various recorded interviews
during the 1970s-80s.
Squamish Times

Scott himself, then sixteen,
got a job ‘flunking’ in Newport’s Camp Three cookhouse (today’s golf club
location) – waiting on tables, washing tables and packing wood for the
cook. The pay was $25 per month plus board in the camp.
In a 1986 Squamish Public Library interview he recalled the cookhouse
scene:

1920s high rigger Scott
MacDonald. He started in
the logging industry as a
Newport Timber camp
‘flunkie’ in 1912.

“You had to feed in the logging camp or you didn’t have a camp. Oh, yes,
they were tough, them loggers in the early days, I’m telling you … And if the
Squamish Public Library
cook was no good, next boat he was on it. … Just like that. Oh no, they had to
feed good and they did feed good … the best you ever seen. Cereals in the morning for breakfast – hot
cakes and mush if you wanted. For lunch and dinner you would have roast beef or pork or chicken …
potatoes and gravy and three or four different kinds of vegetables … pickles. Oh, man … pies and fruit …
the tables piled up with it. You wouldn’t believe it if you didn’t see it.
Before dinner, you washed up and cleaned up. You didn’t go in the way you worked all day. You only
had an hour to eat. No, the cook didn’t stand for no monkey shines. No, you ate and got out. You didn’t
yak, you know.”

Typical logging camp cookhouse of the period.
Forest History Society

Newport Timber
Camp One cook
Sainsbury, from
New Brunswick,
stayed in Squamish
several years as a
logging camp cook,
and is remembered
also for his helping
out with catering
for community
events and dances.
Squamish Public Library
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NEWPORT TIMBER LOGGING METHODS
The Newport Timber Company managers were experienced railway loggers, and not only their Shay
locomotive but several railway operations personnel were brought down from their previous camp in
the Johnstone Straits.
Men with steam tickets were recruited from all over – including donkey engineer Fidelle Laviolette
from the nearby Squamish Timber Company working in the Cheekye River area. For Newport Timber,
where he would be united with his brother and cousins from New Brunswick, Fidelle would also sub as
engineer for the Shay locomotive.
Newport Timber was a ground lead logging show, still the most common yarding method at this time.
The high lead yarding method, in which a spar tree was rigged up with guy lines and heavy yarding
blocks placed high up to allow lifting the nose of the log clear of obstructions en route to the load-out
point, had already been introduced to the BC coast but did not become widespread until the WWI years.
Then, a labour shortage and new production demands to satisfy the needs of the war effort provided
extra impetus.
A couple of accounts from as early as 1909 mention the company’s interest to invest in a Lidgerwood
skidder-loader machine – for overhead cableway yarding between two spars. Tests of this machine
during 1911 by the Merrill & Ring and Comox Logging companies elsewhere had demonstrated good
yarding and loading efficiency in level ground conditions.
Newport Timber may have had intentions to deploy the Lidgerwood system in the Mud (Ring) Creek
flats area in the easterly part of their timber licenses. This is where the Howe Sound Timber company
would introduce a steel tower yarder – the “Burrard tower” – 45 years later.
Newport Timber
crew with a freshly
sniped Douglas-fir
log ready for
yarding to a loadout point, 1912.
Squamish Public Library

A Vancouver
Province reporter
visited the
Newport Timber
operations in the
fall of 1912 and
wrote an
interesting
description:
“The Squamish valley … with the recent opening of the Howe Sound Railway is producing a
tremendous amount of fine fir. The largest camps there are being operated by MacKinnon & Norton
and Captain Magnesen – all one partnership – and with a system that is typical of the advance in
methods of handling logs. Their railway, a branch of the main Howe sound line, literally climbs the
mountains. There are two main switchbacks on the track – they even use donkey engines to help the
locomotive pull the empty cars up hill and then let them down again in safety. And the hills they work
on! A steeplejack has nothing on the donkey engineers in the MacKinnon camp. Look straight into the
sky and puff goes a cloud of steam from a donkey that clings on a pinnacle of rocks and stumps like a
fly on a wall!”
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Newport
Timber rail
car loading
scene, 1912.
A parbuckle
method is
being used
to get the
big logs
onto the
cars, with a
block hung
high up a
live tree.
Squamish
Centennial
1988
publication

The ground lead logging
system illustrated.
Western Lumberman 1916

The Timberman 1913

Accidents and fatalities were common in the
logging profession, regardless of the logging
methods used. Vancouver Province, March 5 & June 29, 1912

The Lidgerwood cableway skidder system
Newport Timber contemplated investing in.
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DISASTROUS FOREST FIRE PUTS AN END TO NEWPORT TIMBER CO. IN 1913
1913 was shaping up to be another successful year for the Newport Timber Company, with plans for
new equipment investment and expansion eastward into the Mud [Ring] Creek flats area of their timber
licenses, which would not be expiring until 1923.
However, disaster struck with a major forest fire. Eleven donkey engines were lost and, unfortunately,
there was heavy damage to green timber in the adjacent Merrill & Ring lands and other crown timber.
This was not without precedent locally. The year earlier, in 1912, a fire had swept through the camp of
the Squamish Timber Company in the Cheekye, causing them to close down and move operations to
Denman Island.
In 1907, Norton & MacKinnon Logging’s camp on Jackson Bay (on the mainland northwest of Sayward,
south of Knight Inlet) was set on fire by a spark from a donkey engine. “Not having had rain for some
time a terrific blaze sprung up in a short time. The entire force of men in camp fought the fire and were
finally driven back with their blankets to the water in order to save their lives,” according to the
Vancouver Daily World (July 22, 1907)
In mid July, 1911, Newport Timber had a bad fire which spread to their main camp – widely reported in
newspapers across the country:
“Since [July 17] when the outbreak was first reported, every man in the camps, together with a large
force of fire wardens, has been fighting the flames in an effort to protect the timber still standing. When
the outbreak was found to be uncontrollable, the donkey engines used in the camps were buried in mud
and left there, attention being turned to saving the horses and some of the lighter parts of the camp
equipment. The stables and sheds, it is reported, have all been burned, as well as other outbuildings in
the camps.” (Flesherton [Ontario] Advance, July 27, 1911.)
The summer of 1913 was a dry one, with several major forest fires up and down the coast, including
the Newport Timber fire: “A fire which threatened for a time to get beyond control, broke out July 26
near Camp 3 [today’s golf club location] on the Newport Timber Company’s holdings in the Squamish
valley. A force of fifty men fought the flames continuously for six hours, when it was got under control
after damaging a good deal of green timber.” (Western Lumberman, September 1913)
The 1913 fire, and the compensation agreement with the Merrill & Ring company for their lost timber,
brought an abrupt end to Newport Timber operations.
BC Archives

The 1913 fire spread from Ring Creek up the hill into Merrill & Ring’s Lot 512 and in a southeasterly direction
through Merrill & Ring’s Lot 513 and along and across the Mamquam up the slope of Mt. Mulligan. 1928 photo.
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1928 photographs by Merrill & Ring employee Ed Aldridge show the damage of the 1913 Newport Timber forest
fire – from left to right: Mashiter Creek bridge; north side of Mamquam River; and Mamquam canyon bridge.
Aldridge collection

In a July 3, 1986 interview, Evelyn Smith, who lived as a child in the Newport Timber camps recalled her
experience of the 1913 fire which threatened her family home:
“I was at home with my mother [Elizabeth Fuller] and the men
started running down and yelling about the fire. [Then] everybody
started running out of the woods, you know. The men started running
out of the woods and coming down and a lot of them went under the
bridge.
My uncle [Harry Brightbill] came down and got my aunt and then
they went under the bridge. My mother and dad and my uncle carried
me over the top [of the bridge]. It was still burning a bit, but it had
burnt over and it was just smoking and hot. [There were] little fires
here and there on it. …
Our house hadn’t been burnt. But I think my aunt’s house wasn’t
burnt [either]. But much of the camp was, and all the pigs that they
had down below they all cooked to death. You could hear them
squealing and squealing when we were going over the bridge because
the fire was all down in there where they were.”
Squamish Public Library Archives

In a 1984 interview, Ed Aldridge passed on another 1913 fire story
from Evelyn Smith:
Evelyn Smith in 1971 photo.
“Evelyn Smith told me that after the fire the crew brought the engine
Squamish Times
out over the bridge … The bridge had been burned but they were not
sure how badly damaged it was so Aloysius McNally, the woodyard boss, fired up the engine and while
one man walked across the bridge ahead of it, another cracked the throttle just enough so it would creep
across the bridge. The first man then caught it on the other side!” (Squamish Times, April 3, 1984)
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THE FATE OF NEWPORT TIMBER’S SHAY LOCOMOTIVE
Newport Timber’s 1910 50-ton Lima Shay locomotive was given to Merrill & Ring as compensation for
the 1913 forest fire.

Newport Timber’s Shay locomotive, with,
L-R, Harry Brightbill, camp cook Sainsbury
and Amedée Leveque in front, ca 1912.
Squamish Public Library

Merrill & Ring leased the locomotive
to a Victoria construction company for
a few years, and then may have used it
in their first (Merrill, Ring & Moore)
B.C. operation at Thurlow Island in
1917. By 1924 or earlier it was brought to Duncan Bay as “M.R.L. Co. No.1” and used there until 1926,
when it was moved to the newly established camp at Squamish.
Shay No.1 was used at Squamish for thirteen years. The Squamish operation was closed in 1940, and
the locomotive sold in 1942 to Comox Logging & Railway Co. in Ladysmith for parts.
In 1945, after being stripped for parts, the frame and running gear were fitted with a gas engine to
create the “Humdirgen” – a unique, purpose-built, self-propelled machine used to unload log cars at
Ladysmith harbour. It apparently was so efficient it could unload a 30-car train in 15 minutes.
The “Humdirgen” log dumper operated for Comox Logging and then successor company Crown
Zellerbach until 1984 when logging railway operations ceased. It is today on display near the former
Comox Logging locomotive and machine shop building, under the care of the Ladysmith & District
Historical Society.
Aldridge collection
Merrill & Ring
No.1 at Duncan
Bay in 1924. 2nd
from right is
Duncan Bay and
later Squamish
superintendent
George D. Percy.
At centre is
engineer Aloysius
McNally, who
drove this
locomotive for
Newport Timber,
and then for
Merrill & Ring on
the Island and at
Squamish (again).
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The original
Newport Timber
Shay at the Merrill
& Ring Squamish
camp, 1928 – Shay
No. 2 just behind. Ed
Aldridge recalled in
a 1984 interview, “I
remember pulling
that engine off the
scow in 1927 when
it [returned] to
Squamish!”
Aldridge collection

The “Humdirgen” at work unloading
log cars, Ladysmith harbour, 1950s.
Ladysmith Archives

The “Humdirgen” on display, 2018
David Smith photo
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A NICE TRAIL UP THE MOUNTAIN
In his “Outdoors” newspaper column in 1972, outdoorsman Hank Tatlow
lamented that “We no longer have any trails of any length left in the valley.” A
trail he used to enjoy was the old Newport Timber railway grade, now improved
as a road all the way up to the Garibaldi Park boundary.
“[A] good hike used to be up to the meadows at Diamond Head. In the early
days there used to be a logging railroad where the road is now, but one summer
the company had a fire which wiped them out, even burned the steam donkeys
so badly they were not worth taking out and the company folded up. Over the
years the grade slid in and the brush grew in until it was just a trail.
The trail started at the golf course on a trestle which stood for a long time. The
trail went straight up the hill from the grade to the meadows. Roads have one
advantage, they let older people ride up into the mountain meadows and enjoy
Hank Tatlow, 1972
the flowers and scenery when the snow is gone. If we want to hike we will have to
Squamish Times
explore new country.” (Squamish Times June 21, 1972)
THE TRAIL TO CURLY LEWIS’ STUMP FARM
What is now the Mamquam Road section of the Newport Timber logging railway was by the 1930s
known simply as “the trail to Curly Lewis’ ranch”. The Lewis stump farm had been the Newport Timber
blacksmith shop and supply depot. John and Colleen Drenka were to purchase the property and build a
retirement home there in the 1970s.

Squamish Public Library

The Lewis farm is the only developed patch along the old Newport Timber railway grade and future Mamquam
Road in 1949 (above). There have been many changes since (below).
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EMPIRE MILLS LTD. – THE TRUCK LOGGERS ARRIVE
It was a railway logging company, Merrill & Ring, which first introduced log hauling with trucks in the
Squamish Valley, in the mid-1930s. by the end of the 30s, there were several operations using trucks to
brings logs to tidewater.
One of these operators was Empire Mills Ltd., which started activities in Squamish in 1937. Its first main
area of operations was Ring Creek. Empire acquired Newport Timber timber licenses which had not
been logged by the time of the 1913 forest fire and which had reverted to the Crown.
Empire Mills began with upgrading the abandoned Newport Timber railway grade up from the mouth
of Mashiter Creek into a truck road. The company had Jack Taylor undertake this, using a crawler tractor
bulldozer. Road access was then extended below and eastward into the Mud (Ring) Creek flats,
northward into the Mashiter drainage, and above the Newport Timber blocks up to what would be the
Garibaldi Park boundary.

Empire Mills extended a road
across Ring Creek just below
Newport Timber’s Camp One site.
Here a ca 1950 view of one of
their truck logging settings.
Empire Mills Ltd.
brochure, 1951

Use of crawler tractors in forest operations developed
during the same period as logging trucks. Empire
Mills had both of these machines during the 1940s –
one or the other was likely used by Jack Taylor with a
dozer blade to rebuild the Newport Timber railway
grade for truck use – with no cab for rain weather.

Trucks could more easily manage the upper steep
slopes of Round Mountain than a railway show.
Empire Mills yarding and loading contractor Howe
Sound Timber, early 1950s. Gary & Loleeta Turner collection
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Truck road built over the upper
switchback of Newport Timber’s
railway line, ca 1950.
“This thrifty, well-stocked, 30year-old stand has come in on
Empire Mills’ holdings following
earlier logging [by Newport
Timber]. The Company hopes to
assure its future and that of
Squamish by growing stands of this
kind for later crops on all its
logged-over areas.”
Empire Mills Ltd. brochure, 1951

Squamish camp superintendent, professional forester John F. Jacobsen (above left); and a view of 1940s Empire
Mills’ patch-logging in the Mud (Ring) Creek flats. Under the guidance of Jacobsen, “the Company’s loggers were
systematically leaving patches of trees as sources of seed for the future, long before patch-logging was common
practice in British Columbia.”
Empire Mills Ltd. brochure, 1951
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Newport Timber had intended to use a railcar-mounted
Lidgerwood steel tower yarder-loader in the Mud Creek flats
– until the 1913 fire closed them down.
In 1959, in the very same area, John Drenka’s Howe Sound
Timber contracting company successfully tested a truckmounted 93 ft steel tower for high lead logging – the first use
of a steel spar in the valley.
Squamish Public Library

Highlighted in blue, below, are the former
Newport Timber licenses – which were
included in a 1951 Empire Mills Ltd. Forest
Management License application. A Tree
Farm License for the Upper Squamish, Ashlu
and Elaho valleys – ‘Block 1’ – was later
granted, in 1960. ‘Block 2’, from the
Mamquam River to Culliton Creek, was left
available for smaller independent logging
companies in the timber sale program.

A second growth stand in an area logged by Newport
Timber ca 1912-13 is seen below a 1960 Squamish Mills
setting with a 135 ft wooden spar tree. Squamish Mills
would return to harvest Newport Timber second growth
in another timber sale in 2016.
Heinz Schmich photo; Sea to Sky Forestry Centre Society collections

Squamish Advance
July 7, 1954
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THE DIAMOND HEAD CHALET
The Diamond Head Chalet is another chapter in the history of the old Newport Timber Company railway
grade up the slopes of Round Mountain.
In 1944, Ottar and Emil Brandvold and Joan Matthews set to work to erect a chalet at Elfin Lakes atop
Paul Ridge – a site carefully chosen after nearly two years of hiking and skiing in the high country of
Garibaldi Park. They also built a Base Camp cabin and woodshed at the 3,200 ft level at the top of
Empire Mills logging road near the park boundary.
The Diamond Head Chalet opened in 1946, and over the next three decades catered to skiers, hikers
and mountain climbers from all over the Pacific Northwest. Beside the lodge they built a small rope tow
on the slopes leading down to Ring Creek, in 1962.
In 1972, the Brandvold brothers retired and turned over the chalet operation to Hans Schaer and Joe
Klausner – one of whose projects was, in collaboration with the Squamish Ski & Outdoor Club and local
Sons of Norway Lodge, a community ski hill with rope tow at Base Camp, which operated 1972-77.
Ottar and
Emil
working
for Empire
Mills,
1940s
Emil, Joan
and Ottar,
1945
Brandvold collection

Hollyburn Heritage Society

Base Camp under
construction, 1944

Chalet construction,
1944. Large diameter
amabilis fir logs were
skidded up the trail
with horses.

City of Vancouver Archives

Joan, Ottar, young Hans
and Dr. Kindree, 1952.
Laverne Kindree had
organized community
fundraising to enable
the Bombardier
snowmobile purchase.
Squamish Public Library

Bombardier en route up
from Base Camp, 1952.
Squamish Public Library

City of Vancouver Archives
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Skiers being towed behind the Bombardier up
from Base Camp, 1963
Tyrol Ski Club collection
Diamond Head Chalet promotion,
produced by Joan Brandvold.
Squamish Times August 7, 1958

PROFESSOR KRAJINA
War hero Vladimir J. Krajina got a job at the UBC Dept. of Botany in 1949, shortly after finding refuge in
Canada for his family from politically troubled Czechoslovakia. Being an avid hiker and skier, he made his
first visits to Squamish and the Diamond Head Chalet, sometimes with students, between 1950 and
1952.
Round Mountain and Paul Ridge were also perfectly suited as outdoor research lab and classroom.
Detailed studies of plant communities were made here. Year-round convenient access necessary for
climatic measurements was possible on the Empire Mills logging road.
Krajina had begun his ecological studies career in the High Tatras of his homeland before the war. He
saw in B.C. that forest ecology was underdeveloped. In the period of these early local visits, Krajina
developed the principles of Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC system), integrating climate,
topographic/ site/ soil features, and vegetation at different scales – regional, local, and chronological –
across the landscape.
Krajina’s biogeoclimatic ecological classification concept would later be adopted for a province-wide
program now integral to forest management – supporting everything from tree seed selection and
regeneration standards to timber harvest and land use planning.
Vladimir Krajina at UBC
Dept. of Botany, ca 1950
UBC Rare Books & Special
Collections

BEC zones for Round
Mountain. Since the
pioneering work of the
early 1950s, there have
been tens of thousands
of plots of ecosystem
data – “an archive of
place unparalleled
in the world”.
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FOREST MANAGEMENT ON ROUND MOUNTAIN TODAY
In the 1980s the Squamish District Forest Service defined a Ring Creek Planning Cell, comprising all of
the area originally harvested by the Newport Timber Company 1911-13, and the flats to the east and the
upper slopes below the park boundary harvested mainly by Empire Mills and contractors 1937-1960.
The goal was a Total Resource Plan, for intensive silviculture treatments (brushing, spacing, pruning,
fertilizing), some rehabilitation (for laminated root rot, mistletoe sites), and integrated planning of
recreational uses, wildlife considerations and future timber harvesting.
In the early 1990s, areas within the naturally regenerated, maturing second growth Newport Timber
block stands were identified for testing new harvesting and silvicultural systems, road construction
strategies and visual quality objectives.
Today, this area and the other Newport Timber timber licence blocks to the north are no longer
managed in Ministry (or BC Timber sales) timber sale programs but are under new ownership or areabased tenure arrangements, including Squamish Nation (crown granted) private land, Woodlot Licences
1930 and 0028, and the Squamish Community Forest.
The area also has many new trail or place names, mostly given by the mountain biking community. The
upper Newport Timber railway grade switchback is “Ring Creek North FSR”; the old lower switchback is
“Northside Connector”; further north in the Newport Timber block are “Tinder” and “Your Mom”;
around the Newport Camp One site are “Another Man’s Gold”, “Fool’s Gold” and “Ring Creek Rip”; and
in the slope just above, “Half Nelson”, “Full Nelson”, “Ditch Pig” and “Angry M”.

In May 1994, Ring Creek Timber Sale A46530 was advertised, with a unique prescription: “Harvesting will require
the selective removal of trees (approximately 5000 m3) using a skyline system.” The successful bidder was GBA
Logging Ltd., with previous thinning experience at Whistler. The GBA crew went to work during Fall 1994, and
hosted several interested observers and tour groups during the project. The overhead cable yarding strategy
contemplated by Newport Timber Company back in 1911-13 was finally to be implemented.
Eric Andersen photo
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Eric Andersen photo

Corridor skyline yarding was carried out, whereby corridors fourmetres wide were laid out for yarding logs felled in a herringbone
pattern into the corridor. High impact plastic was placed around
trees adjacent the corridors to avoid their being damaged. 90 +/- 70-year-old Douglas-fir and red cedar trees per
hectare were left, to be followed by some underplanting and later stand tending as required. These remaining 90
trees per hectare were eventually removed by helicopter several years later once satisfactory results for the
understorey growth were achieved.
A Madill
miniyarder
with
backspar
were
used.

Squamish
Chief photos

Forest Service
District Manager
Paul Kuster, with
GBA Logging’s
Alex Ryan
and Grant
Hendrickson
during a tour.

Newport Timber’s old lower switchback
railway grade was rebuilt for this 1994
project – the “Northside Connector” on
today’s biking trail maps.
Eric Andersen photo

Paul Kuster: “As time goes by we want to increase the amount of
harvesting other than clear cutting. We have heavy duty tourism
and recreation coming into this area.”
GBA President Greg Richmond: “Everybody talks about integrated
management. Well, here it is.” (Squamish Chief November 1, 1994)
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The timber licence areas managed by the Newport Timber Company 1910-1913 are today under four different
ownerships or area-based crown forest tenures: 1. Squamish Nation (crown granted) private land; 2. Woodlot
Licence 1930 (Squamish Nation); 3. (a portion of) Woodlot Licence 0028 (A. Woods); and 4. the Squamish
Community Forest Agreement (Squamish Nation – District of Squamish).

From: Squamish Community Forest Overview and Access Map (Hedberg Associates)

Forester Jeff Fisher conducts a Quest University
student group tour, discussing variable retention
harvesting strategies addressing biodiversity and
visual quality objectives, 2017. Eric Andersen photo

Second growth harvest block in the former Newport
Timber Company area, 2016. Looking south from Ring
Creek North Forest Service Road – Newport Timber’s old
upper switchback railway grade.
Eric Ashley photo

